A Firm at the Forefront of the Market
Bernitsas Law is a market leader in the provision of commercial law services in Greece
and one of the largest firms in the country

Greece Law Firm of the Year
Greece Corporate Firm of the Year

Firm of the Year Greece 2021
Benchmark Litigation Europe Awards

IFLR Europe Awards 2021

‘Bernitsas regularly produces some of the most innovative
and high calibre legal work in the market and 2020 was
no exception’

‘recognised for its excellent service, highly qualified lawyers,
and profound legal knowledge’

Expertise

Innovation & Experience

Top Tier Rankings

We offer expert representation in 17
areas of law and 52 areas of specialisation.
Our lawyers have been working together
within and across departments for many
years to provide a consistent and highstandard service.

We have been involved in most of the
pioneer transactions to have taken place in
the country, encompassing ground
breaking changes in the legal landscape.
We have acted in disputes which have
created precedents.

Our work is consistently recognized by all
the major international legal directories,
including The IFLR1000, The Guide to the
World’s Leading Financial Law Firms,
Chambers Europe, Chambers Global and
The Legal 500 EMEA 2021.

‘delivering continuous quality ... speed,
accuracy, in-depth analysis and availability’
Chambers Europe 2021

‘a diverse team … probably the best in the country …
an excellent structure and understanding of the market
… highly professional attitude with appropriate
knowledge and perfect consultancy’
The Legal 500 EMEA 2021

Long-Term Client Relationships

Our Principles

A Focus on Solutions & Service

Many of our client relationships have been
honed over several decades. With longterm relationships comes unrivalled
insight into our clients’ operations and
industries which allows us to provide
advice tailored to expectations and based
on the knowledge we have acquired of
their business.

We aim to provide our clients with cost
efficient, accurate and effective advice and
representation and add value to their
business. We apply the highest standards
of fairness and honesty in all our
interactions with our clients, people,
opposing counsel, representatives of the
courts and the civil service and promote
the ethical practice of law at every
opportunity.

We provide sound and practical legal
solutions which take into account our
clients’ commercial reality, perspective,
concerns and priorities and assist them to
achieve their goals and take a pro-active
approach in identifying both opportunities
and risks.

‘super responsive … quality meeting international standards, very easy to work with … clearly
my go to law firm in Greece … a proactive trusted advisor’
The IFLR 1000 2021

‘lawyers with special foreign expertise ... commercially oriented,
offer pragmatic solutions and think outside the box’
Chambers Global 2021
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